School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences

The School of Behavioral and Brain Sciences offers graduate preparation at the master’s and doctoral levels designed to meet the needs of students with both research and professional objectives. With instruction and mentoring from internationally recognized faculty, the school’s programs emphasize multidisciplinary training coupled with opportunities for intensive research and clinical experiences. The school’s degree programs draw upon three clusters of expertise: Communication Sciences and Disorders, Cognition and Neuroscience, and Psychological Sciences. The Callier Center for Communication Disorders-Dallas, Callier-Richardson, the Center for BrainHealth, the Center for Vital Longevity, and the Center for Children and Families, all large comprehensive clinical, research, and community service facilities, further enrich the training of graduate students.

Degrees Offered

- **Master of Science in Applied Cognition and Neurosciences** (36 semester credit hours minimum)
- **Master of Science in Communication Disorders** (48 semester credit hours minimum)
- **Master of Science in Human Development and Early Childhood Disorders** (45 semester credit hours minimum)
- **Master of Science in Psychological Sciences** (36 semester credit hours minimum)
- **Doctor of Audiology** (100 semester credit hours)
- **Doctor of Philosophy in Cognition and Neuroscience** (75 semester credit hours minimum beyond the baccalaureate degree)
- **Doctor of Philosophy in Communication Sciences and Disorders** (75 semester credit hours minimum beyond the baccalaureate degree)
- **Doctor of Philosophy in Psychological Sciences** (75 semester credit hours minimum beyond the baccalaureate degree)

Faculty


**Associate Professors:** Gregory Dussor, Francesca Filbey, Shayla C. Holub, Daniel Krawczyk, Edward Lobarinas, Mandy J. Maguire, Christa K. McIntyre, Candice M. Mills, Amy Pinkham, Theodore Price, Pamela R. Rollins, Bart Rypma, Lucien (Tres) Thompson, Sven Vanneste
Assistant Professors: Robert Ackerman, Chandramallika Basak, Xiaosi Gu, Heidi Kane, Kristen Kennedy, Sven Kröner, Jinkyung Na, Jackie Nelson, Jonathan E. Ploski, Karen Rodrigue, Raúl Rojas, Noah J. Sasson, Jun Wang, Andrea Warner-Czyz, Gagan Wig

Clinical Associate Professors: Jackie Clark, Carol Cokely, Jeffrey S. Martin, Phillip (Lee) Wilson

Clinical Lecturers: Lucinda Dean, Helen Kenedi, Janice Lougeay, Felicity Sale

Clinical Faculty: Cherryl L. Bryant, Ana-Maria Mata-Otero

Clinical Faculty Associates: Jenifer Carlock, Jessica DeLaRosa, Lisa Flores, Elizabeth Gill, Shawna Jackson, Shari Kwon, Holly Marvin, Laura Parnell, Kenneth C. Pugh, Lisa Richards, Sarah Tillman

Senior Lecturers: Michelle Aldridge, Jessica Carter, Diane Garst, Karen Huxtable-Jester, Nancy Juhn, Karen Kaplan

Distinguished Scholar in Residence: James F. Jerger